
Overview:

DGRP7  |  Digimura® RP Classic ready pasted wallpaper 166gsm

Just add water! Digimura RP Classic is a high quality, digitally-printable 

pre-pasted wallpaper that can be installed by practically anyone. It has a CE 

certification, a commercial fire-rating, and it is PVC free and produces very 

low VOCs. Digimura RP is an ideal choice for small mural installations in 

both residential and low-traffic commercial environments.

l A polymer reinforced cellulose - PVC free

l Pre-pasted water-activated adhesive

l Very low VOCs

l CE certified: meets Construction Products Regulations 

EN 15102

l Fully fire rated for all interior spaces, even when printed

l Perfect for residential designs and murals in low-traffic 

commercial  areas

A polymer reinforced cellulose - PVC free

Pre-pasted water-activated adhesive

Very low VOCs

CE certified: meets Construction Products Regulations 

EN 15102

Fully fire rated for all interior spaces, even when printed

Perfect for residential designs and murals in low-traffic 

commercial  areas

Applications:

Digimura RP is ideal for residential and other murals in low-traffic commercial areas such as behind display units in retail spaces.

Compatibility:

This product has been tested for use with the following ink technologies;  

Latex  

UV-Curable  

Usage and durability:

Digimura-RP wallpaper is pre-pasted and you just need to add water to activate the glue for installation.

Installation and removal is very easy but you need ensure that you have used enough water to activate the glue

As Digimura-RP installation is all about the water, take care to protect the floor of your working area and ensure that there are no electrical 

hazards.

This product can be washed with soap and water or 409 cleaning solution once printed although care should be taken.

Certifications:

Fire rating - EN 13501-1: C-s1, d0

FSC MIX Credit

REACH Compliant

RoHS compliant

Specifications:

Substrate weight 166 gsm

130 gramsElmendorf Tear CD

125 gramsElmendorf Tear MD

6.48 kN/mTensile Strength CD

7.88 kN/mTensile Strength  MD

Our products come in many shapes & sizes, however, as market requirements change, so do the range of sizes we produce and hold in 

stock.  The following reflects the main product dimensions we supply this product in as at the time this data sheet was created.  If the size 

you need isn't listed, please speak to us to see if it can be made especially for you.

Availability:




